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Radar emitter classification is a special application of data clustering for classifying unknown radar emitters in airborne electronic
support system. In this paper, a novel online multisensor data fusion framework is proposed for radar emitter classification under
the background of network centric warfare. The framework is composed of local processing and multisensor fusion processing,
from which the rough and precise classification results are obtained, respectively. What is more, the proposed algorithm does not
need prior knowledge and training process; it can dynamically update the number of the clusters and the cluster centers when
new pulses arrive. At last, the experimental results show that the proposed framework is an efficacious way to solve radar emitter
classification problem in networked warfare.

1. Introduction

Radar emitter classification is an important subject in elec-
tromagnetism surveillance [1–3], which is widely used in the
airborne electronic support (ES) system [4]. It is a clustering
problemwhich is used to process the sampled pulses radiated
fromunknown radars.This subject focuses on twomain tasks
[5]: (1) to confirm the number of radar emitters and (2) to
classify which emitter the incoming pulses belong to. The
radar emitter classification uses the pulse parameters, such as
pulse repetition interval (PRI), direction-of-arrival (DOA),
pulse frequency (PF), pulse width (PW), pulse amplitude
(PA), and intrinsic pulse shape, to cluster the received radar
pulses. In applications, the radar emitter classification can be
used in electromagnetism environment monitoring and spe-
cial radar emitter identification, especially those from hostile
targets. And it is a fundamental problem in solving emitter
identification and threat evaluation [6, 7].

It is the informationalized and networked modern war
that turns the platform centric warfare (PCW) to network
centric warfare (NCW). NCW is defined as an information
superiority-enabled concept of operations by Cebrowski and
Garstka [8] in 1998, which generates increased combat power
according to the data fusion of multisensor. It takes advan-
tage of network linking information sources, information

users, and information transformers/planners to complete
the strategic purpose. As one of the fundamental problems in
NCW, data fusion techniques [9] combine the related infor-
mation to achieve improved performance compared to the
use of a single sensor.Three kinds of data fusion architectures
are used in NCW, which are centralized fusion, distributed
fusion, and mixture fusion architecture [10]. In centralized
fusion architecture, the radar emitter pulses intercepted by
each sensor are sent to the fusion center to process. The cen-
tralized fusion architecture could achieve the higher preci-
sion, but it is susceptible to interference. In distributed fusion
architecture, each sensor processes the intercepted data firstly
and then sends the result to fusion center to do further
process.The distributed fusion architecture has high stability,
but it could not get better precision. Mixture fusion archi-
tecture is composed of centralized fusion architecture and
distributed fusion architecture, and it has the advantages of
both two architectures. In this paper, we investigate the radar
emitter classification problem on the basis of mixture fusion
architecture in the airborne multiple ES systems to achieve
appropriate stability and precision.

Radar emitter classification is a typical data clustering
problem which aims at discovering the inner structure of the
received radar pulses [5]. The goal of data clustering, also
known as cluster analysis, is to find the natural grouping(s)
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Figure 1: Illustration of the airborne ES system. It consists of antenna assembly, parameters measurement, radar emitter classification,
parameters extraction and selection, emitter recognition, and threat evaluation.

of a set of patterns, points, or objects. It is widely used in
many aspects, such as exploratory pattern-analysis, decision-
making, vector quantization [11], probability density function
estimation [12], and entropy maximization [13]. Clustering
algorithms partition samples into a certain number of clusters
(groups, subsets, or categories) by considering the internal
homogeneity and external separation [14]. The patterns of
data classified in the same cluster should be similar to each
other, while those in different clusters should not.

Radar emitter classification has some unique challenges
compared with traditional clustering problems. Firstly, the
radar emitter pulses are of high dimension [5, 15]; for exam-
ple, pulse sample vectors may have several hundred dimen-
sions. Secondly, the radar emitter pulse is intercepted with
uncertain probability in the electromagnetic environment
[16, 17]. The number of intercepted pulses may be small, usu-
ally 10–20 percent of each radar emitter signals. Thirdly, with
the development of radar technology, more high-tech and
complicated radars are used in civilian application and mil-
itary application [18–20]. As a result, the intercepted pulses
from different radar emitters are very similar, or the pulses
from the same radar emitters are totally dissimilar.Therefore,
more intercepted pulses which belong to the same radar
emitter are needed to obtain exact clustering result.

In previous papers, Rissanen proposes a clustering algo-
rithm based on minimum description length (MDL) crite-
rion in [21]. Liu et al. uses this method in emitter number
detection and pulse classification [22], but this algorithm
is offline. In recent years, many scholars focus their study
on online clustering [23], which is used in many aspects,
including wireless sensor networks [24], traffic classification
[25], speaker recognition [26], fault detection [27], and data
streams [28]. In [5], an online radar emitter classification
algorithm is developed by Liu et al.; this algorithm uses
cluster splitting and merging to modify the number of
clusters when new pulse arrives. However, the drawback of
this algorithm is that the algorithm needs a postprocessing
procedure to improve the clustering performance after all
data are available, and this algorithm is suitable for single
platform to cluster the radar emitter classification. With the
development of network in military application, not only the

classification result should be obtained in real time, but also
the fusion of the multiple sensors is needed.

In this paper, we investigate the radar emitter classifica-
tion problem and develop an online multisensor data fusion
framework.This fusion framework is based onmixture fusion
architecture, which makes full use of the sensors in the net-
work to guarantee the efficiency andprecision of classification
result. Compared with traditional radar emitter classification
algorithms, the clustering algorithm used in the proposed
framework does not need prior knowledge and training
process for the reason that it is based on MDL criterion to
determine the number of radar emitters.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The
background is introduced in Section 2. Section 3 gives a
description of onlinemultisensor data fusion framework, and
the complexity of the proposed framework is estimated. And
then the experimental results of the proposed framework in
comparison with other approaches are shown in Section 4. At
last, the conclusions are summarized in Section 5.

2. Background

2.1. Airborne Electronic Support System. Electronic warfare
(EW) is an important part of NCW, which can be broadly
defined as anymilitary actionwith the objective of controlling
the electromagnetic spectrum [29]. A pivotal aspect of EW is
the airborne ES system, whose goal is to protect itself or the
important equipment from radar-equipped threat [4].The ES
system intercepts and analyzes the radar emitter pulses, and
then it sends the processed result to the control center to help
the command staff to make decision.The airborne ES system
usually consists of six components, as illustrated in Figure 1. A
brief description of airborne ES system is given here. Firstly,
the radar emitter pulses are intercepted by airborne antenna
assembly with very short acquisition time and long range
detection. Secondly, in parameters measurement procedure,
the received pulses are digitalized and the parameters of
them are measured. Thirdly, the parameters extraction and
selection procedure outputs a vector which could represent
the feature of the radar emitter pulse. Fourthly, the output
is used to classify the radar emitter pulses in radar emitter
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Figure 2: Two handling methods used in radar emitter classification.

classification. Fifthly, the classified pulses are compared with
the library of known emitter characteristics to determine
the possible identities of radar emitters. At last, the threat
evaluation procedure evaluates threatening of the radar
emitter and interprets its threat level according to its emitter
type and operatingmode.The airborne ES system outputs the
results on an instrumentation panel in time to help the pilot
make decision.

Radar emitter classification is the basic procedure to solve
the emitter recognition and threat evaluation problem in
airborne ES system; it closely related to the intercepted radar
emitter pulses and the clustering algorithm that the airborne
ES system adopted. In this paper, we focus our research on
radar emitter classification of the airborne ES system after the
radar emitter pulses are corrupted.

2.2. The Description of Radar Emitter Pulse. Radar emitter
classification relies on the feature of the pulses radar emitter
radiates. Usually the feature of radar emitter pulse can be
divided into twomajor parts: regular pulse feature and intrin-
sic pulse feature. The regular feature of radar emitter pulse
includes angle of arrival (AOA), time of arrival (TOA), radio
frequency (RF), pulse width (PW), and pulse amplitude (PA).
These five pulse features are usually called pulse description
words (PDW). PDWarewidely used in traditional ES system,
and they are efficient in processing conventional radar emitter
pulse. In recent years, the intrinsic pulse feature of radar
emitter has drawn increasing attention of many scholars in
the fields of electronicwarfare, for the reason that the intrinsic
pulse feature can reflect the characteristics of the radar
emitters, which cannot be affected by other factors easily.The
intrinsic pulse features are extracted from the intrapulse, such
as the intrinsic pulse shape, the pulse modulation, and the
higher-order spectrum component.

There are two handling methods used in radar emitter
classification based on the feature of the radar emitter pulse,
and they are shown in Figure 2. The left one uses regular
pulse feature to classify the intercepted pulses, which is a
simple and effective way. It often uses two modes: sequential

pattern and joint parameters. The AOA, RF, and PRI are
usually chosen to complete the classification because the
influence of electromagnetic environment on these features
is small. However, with the development of the electronic
technology, more high-tech and complicated radars are used
in civilian and military application, which result in the fact
that the method based on regular pulse features cannot
classify the radar emitter pulses exactly. Therefore, another
method that is based on intrinsic pulse feature is widely used
in recent years, especially in the complex electromagnetic
environment, because intrinsic pulse feature could reveal the
intrinsic property of the radar emitter pulse. In this paper,
the intrinsic pulse shape is chosen to classify the incoming
emitter pulses for its easy implementation and high efficiency.

2.3. MDL Criterion. MDL criterion is used to confirm the
number of radar emitters in the proposed framework. It states
that [5] the best model is the one that yields the minimum
code length for the dataset. Assume 𝑌 = {𝑦
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partitions 𝑌 into �̂� clusters.The dataset 𝑌 can be modeled by
a conditional density function𝐿(𝑌 | �̂�, �̂�), and the description
length of 𝑌 is defined as

𝐿 (𝑌, �̂�) = 𝐿 (𝑌 | �̂�, �̂�) + 𝐿 (�̂�, �̂�) , (1)

where �̂� is themaximum likelihood estimate of the parameter
𝜃. 𝐿(𝑌 | �̂�, �̂�) is the negative log-likelihood function which
could measure the goodness of fit between the data and the
model. 𝐿(�̂�, �̂�) is the penalty function which could measure
the model complexity. 𝐿(𝑌 | �̂�, �̂�) and 𝐿(�̂�, �̂�) are computed
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where diag(⋅) is the diagonal matrix, | ⋅ | is the determinant
of a matrix, and Σ̂

0
is the sample covariance matrix when the

whole dataset is viewed as one cluster.Thenumber of different
partitions 𝑆(𝑁, �̂�) is computed by
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where 𝑁
𝑘
is the number of data vectors assigned to the 𝑘th

cluster and 𝑚
𝑛
is the number of clusters containing 𝑛 data

vectors. Here,𝑁 = 𝑁
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It is generally acceptable in the radar emitter classification

case that the noise accompanying a radar pulse vector is
Gaussian. The pulses vectors are samples of a multivariate
normal distribution with mean vector �̂�

𝑘
and covariance

matrix Σ̂
𝑘
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Furthermore, the noise is assumed to be independent
from sample to sample. Then, the conditional density func-
tion of dataset 𝑌 is a mixture of �̂�multivariate normal distri-
butions with the parameter set �̂� = {�̂�
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, 𝑘 = 1, 2, . . . , �̂�; (5)

Σ
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may not be diagonal in some other applications. Thus, the
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Figure 3:The framework of online multisensor fusion clustering. It
is composed of local processing and multisensor fusion. The local
processing uses simple and fast algorithm to cluster the intercepted
pulses.Themultisensor fusion uses the results of the local processing
to cluster the radar emitter pulses further, and then the numbers of
clusters and cluster centers are updated on the basis of multisensor
fusion.

From the above, the MDL criterion determines the
number of clusters 𝐾∗ by

𝐾
∗
= arg min
1≤�̂�≤𝑁

𝐿 (𝑌, �̂�) . (7)

Therefore, the MDL criterion is to find the number
of clusters �̂� which yields the minimal description length
𝐿(𝑌, �̂�).

3. The Proposed Framework

In this section, the online multisensor data fusion framework
based on mixture fusion architecture is introduced. This
framework has two procedures: local processing and mul-
tisensor fusion. The radar emitter pulse is intercepted with
uncertain probability in the electromagnetic environment.
Using several local sensors in the network to receive and
process the radar emitter pulses from different orientations
and altitudes can increase the intercept probability of radar
emitter pulses. So the data fusion of multiple sensors is
essential in order to make full use of the information
intercepted by different sensors and improve the performance
of single sensor. There are three fusion types which can be
used [10]: (1) data level fusion, (2) feature level fusion, and
(3) decision level fusion. In this paper, the feature level fusion
type is chosen to fuse the data which is preprocessed by local
sensor, because this fusion type has the advantage of high
effectiveness and stability. And then we update the number
of clusters and cluster centers in local sensors according to
the multisensor fusion result.

Besides, both the results of local processing and multi-
sensor fusion can be output in time. The local processing
can be used to send threatening radar warning information
to the control center because of its real-time property, and
the multisensor fusion can be used for deep analysis of radar
emitter pulses due to its accuracy. The framework of the
proposed method is shown in Figure 3.
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3.1. Local Processing. In each local sensor, the preprocessing
should be done before the multisensor fusion. The prepro-
cessing concludes the feature extraction and local sensor
clustering.

3.1.1. Signal Model and Features Extraction. Suppose 𝑥
𝑛
(𝑡, 𝑎
𝑛
)

is the 𝑛th received pulse; it can be presented as follows [22]:

𝑥
𝑛
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𝑛
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𝑛
𝑎
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(8)

where 𝛼
𝑛
is the association parameter; for example, 𝛼

𝑛
= 𝑘

indicates that the 𝑛th pulse radiates from the 𝑘th emitter.
𝜂
𝑛
and 𝜙

𝑛
present the initial amplitude and phase of the

received pulse, respectively.𝜔
𝑛
is the carrier frequency, and 𝜏

𝑛

is the time delay of the received pulse. 𝑎
𝛼𝑛
(𝑡) and 𝜙
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present

the original envelope and phase for the 𝑛th received pulse,
respectively. V

𝑛
(𝑡) is theGaussian noise accompanying the 𝑛th

received pulse.
In the proposed algorithm, not all these parameters

carry useful information in confirming the number of radar
emitters and clustering the intercepted pulses, such as 𝜂

𝑛
, 𝜙
𝑛
,

𝜏
𝑛
, and 𝜔

𝑛
. So, the unnecessary parameters are removed in

preprocessing and the signal model can be expressed [5] as
follows:

𝑦
𝑛
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𝑛
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Since preprocessing should be done in discrete time in
practical, (9) is rewritten as follows:

𝑦
𝑛
(𝑚𝑇, 𝑎

𝑛
) = 𝑠
𝛼𝑛
(𝑚𝑇) + Ṽ

𝑛
(𝑚𝑇) , (10)

where 𝑇 is the sampling interval of the pulses. As a result, the
data vectors can be expressed in vector form:

𝑦
𝑛
(𝑎
𝑛
) = 𝑠
𝛼𝑛
+ Ṽ
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, (11)

where 𝑦
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is the number of sample points for each pulse. At last, each
data vector is formed by its real part and its imaginary part
before the data clustering, which is presented by

Datavector = [real (𝑦𝑇
𝑛
) , imag (𝑦𝑇

𝑛
)]
𝑇

. (12)

Thus, Datavector is the feature expression of the radar
emitter pulses used in this paper.

3.1.2. Local Sensor Clustering. The main task of the local
processing is local sensor clustering; it groups the intercepted
pulse 𝑦

𝑛𝑖
to the nearest cluster center quickly. The procedure

of local processing is shown in Figure 4. 𝑦
𝑛𝑖

is a radar
pulse radiated from the 𝑖th emitter interrupted by the local
sensor, and it is represented in the form of Datavector. After
implementing this procedure, the results of local processing
could be used to send threatening radar warning information
to the local control center in real time because of the simple
and fast property of the local processing.

1
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Figure 4: The procedure of local processing. In each sensor, the
coming pulse 𝑦

𝑛𝑖
is attributed to the nearest cluster center 𝐶

𝑘

according to the minimum distance. If the time increment counter
reaches a preset threshold 𝑇, the results are sent to the fusion center.
In addition, the results would be output to the local control center
in time if necessary.

The key problem in classification is to find the similarity
between two radar emitter pulses. The distance criterion is
an efficient way to measure the difference between different
pulses [30]. In feature space, the distance between two
patterns is usually small when they belong to the same class;
on the contrary, the distance is usually big when they belong
to different classes. Particularly, the Euclidean distance [31,
32] is adopted in this paper, which is described as follows:

𝑑 (𝑦, 𝐶
𝑘
) =

𝑦 − 𝐶𝑘
 = (

𝑀

∑
𝑚=1

(𝑦
𝑚
− 𝐶
𝑘𝑚
)
2

)

1/2

,

𝑦 = {𝑦
1
, . . . , 𝑦

𝑀
} , 𝐶
𝑘
= {𝐶
𝑘1
, . . . , 𝐶

𝑘𝑀
} ,

(13)

where 𝐶
𝑘
is the cluster center and pulse 𝑦 is assigned to the

cluster that has theminimumdistance value.We calculate the
initial cluster center by 𝑘-means for the radar emitter pulses
which are first intercepted by the local sensor, and then each
cluster center is updated by multisensor fusion result.

3.2. Multisensor Fusion

3.2.1. Data Fusion Model. If the time increment counter
reaches a preset threshold 𝑇, the multisensor data fusion
starts to work according to the results of local processing, the
numbers of clusters and cluster centers are updated according
to the multisensor fusion result. Two fusion models are
proposed as follows.

The first one uses the same kind of platforms to do data
fusion, which is shown in Figure 5 (we choose airborne ES
system to illustrate in this paper).The fusion unit is composed
of several fighters called local sensor which fly in formation,
and each local sensor processes the intercepted pulses and
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Fusion model 1 

Fusion unit

Fusion center

Local sensor

Electromagnetic
environment

Radar emitters

Figure 5:The same kind of platforms fusion model. In fusion model 1, the radar emitter pulses are intercepted by different local sensors from
different orientations and altitudes in the fusion unit, and then the processed pulses are sent to the fusion center to do data fusion.

Fusion model 2

Fusion unit

Fusion center

Local sensor

Electromagnetic
environment

Radar emitters

Figure 6: Different kinds of platforms fusion model. The fusion unit in fusion model 2 could be composed by several kinds of sensors, such
as fighter, satellite, unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV), or passive radar. The radar emitter signal intercepted by several kinds of sensors from
different space and the initial classification results of these signals are sent to the fusion center.

sends the results to the fusion center. This unit is the smallest
unit or the basic unit, which could be used in other data
fusion models. In reality, there are often large amount of
sensors, and it is usually a huge computation burden to fuse
all of them together, so we could use some specific criteria
to divide the sensors into several basic units and then do the
multisensor fusion with the proposed framework.

Another model uses several different kinds of platforms
from different space to do data fusion, which is shown in
Figure 6. Moreover, it can also consist of several basic units
similar to fusion model 1. This could increase the intercept
probability of radar emitter pulses and guarantee the accuracy
of the classification.

3.2.2. Clustering. It is common that different classification
results may be obtained from different sensors even though
the pulses come from the same radar emitters, so a mul-
tisensor data fusion step is necessary in the radar emitter
classification. In the proposed framework, a fast but coarse
result is obtained in the local sensors, while the multisensor
fusion scheme can update the number of clusters and help
improve the classification accuracy and data integrity. It
contains three steps as shown in Figure 7, and the details can
be described as follows.

Step 1. Combine the same clusters which come from local
processing and update the cluster centers using 𝑘-means.

Step 2. Detect whether each cluster 𝐶
𝑖
should be split or not

by the function detector. If it should not be split, cluster 𝐶
𝑖

keeps constant; otherwise the clusterwill be split into twonew
clusters and go to Step 3.

Step 3. Use detector to detect whether the two new groups
should be regrouped or merged with other existing clusters.
Four cases are considered here, which are shown in Figure 8.
The first case is that both the new clusters find the nearest
cluster to them and regroup as two new clusters. The second
and the third cases are similar; that is, only one of new clusters
splits into two new groups after combining with its nearest
cluster, while another cluster finds its nearest cluster and they
merge as one cluster. The last case is that both the two new
clusters find their nearest clusters and merge as one cluster.

The termination condition of the multisensor data fusion
is that all incoming clusters have been processed. The
flowchart of Steps 2 and 3 is shown in Figure 9.

As shown in Figure 9, we need to detect if one cluster
should be split into two new clusters and if two clusters
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Figure 8: The procedure of regroup or merge.

should be merged into one cluster or regrouped into two
new clusters. These procedures are based on the detection
function which is called detector with the following form:

[𝐾
∗
, 𝐶
𝑥1
, 𝐶
𝑥2
] = detector (𝑥) , (14)

where 𝑥 is input and 𝐾∗, 𝐶
𝑥1
, and 𝐶

𝑥2
are the outputs. 𝐾∗

is the number of clusters according to MDL criterion with
𝐾max = 2. 𝐶

𝑥1
and 𝐶

𝑥2
are two new clusters produced by

detector.
There are two cases considered here; the first case is that

input 𝑥 comes from one existing cluster (marked with ∗ in
Figure 9); then if output𝐾∗ = 1, 𝑥will not be split; otherwise

it will be split into two clusters C
𝑥1

and C
𝑥2
. Another case is

that input 𝑥 comes from two existing clusters (marked with
△ in Figure 9); if 𝐾∗ = 1, 𝑥 will be merged as one cluster;
otherwise it will be regrouped into two new clusters 𝐶

𝑥1
and

𝐶
𝑥2
.
In (9), no matter the input data 𝑥 comes from one cluster

or two clusters, the cluster center �̂� and standard deviation
�̂� should be computed as one cluster in function detector.
Regarding the case when 𝑥 comes from two clusters, the two
new cluster centers are initialized as

�̂�
1
← �̂� − �̂�,

�̂�
2
← �̂� + �̂�.

(15)

And this process will not be terminated until it is
convergent (when �̂�

1
and �̂�

2
keep stable).

3.3. Computational Complexity. In this section, the compu-
tational complexity of the proposed algorithm is estimated.
Assume 𝑁

𝑖
radar pulses with 𝑀 dimension are intercepted

and classified into𝐾 clusters by 𝑖th sensor in𝑇 time.Then the
complexity of the local processing procedure is𝑂(𝑀𝐾𝑁

𝑖
) for

𝑖th sensor.
Considering the multisensor data fusion procedure, the

minimum fusion unit consists of 𝑚 sensors and the total
number of radar pulses is 𝑁; the number of iterations for
the samples structure to converge is 𝑁

𝑡
. There are three

steps which need to be estimated in this procedure. First,
the computational complexity of the cluster centers update
step after combining the data of the minimum fusion unit
is 𝑂(𝑀𝑁𝐾

𝑛
), where 𝑛 is the number of iterations needed

until the convergence of this step. Second, the complexity
of the split/regroup/merge step is 𝑂(21𝑀𝑁𝑁

𝑡
) on the worst

case (all the clusters need to split and execute the detector
operation 3 times for each cluster). At last, the new cluster
centers need to be calculated and updated for each sensor,
and the computational complexity of this step is 𝑂(𝑀𝑁).
Therefore, take the worst case of the local processing which is
𝑂(𝑀𝐾𝑁) into account; the computational complexity of the
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Figure 9: The flowchart of clustering.

proposed algorithm is𝑂((𝑀𝑁𝐾(𝑛+1)+𝑀𝑁+21𝑀𝑁𝑁
𝑡
)𝑡/𝑇)

in period 𝑡.

4. Experiments

In this section, the proposedmethod is applied to radar emit-
ter classification. We use Gaussian datasets and intrapulse
datasets to test the proposed algorithm. In order to simu-
late the experiment realistically, the radar scanning modes
are simulated in signal transmission, such as mechanical
scanning and phased array scanning [18], to represent the
stochastic characteristic of the electromagnetic environment.
In addition, the passive sensors do not know the number of
radar emitters and which radar the intercepted pulses belong
to.

4.1. Experiment Setting. In this paper, we compare the
proposed algorithm with the algorithm mentioned in [5]
(denoted as online MDL in the following part). Since the
proposed algorithm is a multisensor data fusion framework

andonlineMDL is a singular sensormodel, the onlineMDL is
implemented in each sensor and comparedwith the proposed
algorithm in order to see the importance of data fusion.

The algorithms used in this paper are all written in
MATLAB; the experiments have been performed on an
Intel� Core� i7-4770 CPU @3.40GHz, 3.46GB memory.
The operating system is Windows 7 PC and the compiler is
MATLAB R2011a.

4.2. Experiments on Gaussian Datasets. Firstly, the proposed
framework is applied to Gaussian datasets [5]. The Gaussian
datasets are with the number of clusters ranging from 10 to 25
with interval 5 and each cluster has 2000 samples. Both the
centers of the datasets and the samples in each cluster follow
Gaussian distribution.The number of sensors in the network
is set to 5, 8, and 10. All the algorithms run 20 independent
times on each test problem.

The simulation results on datasets with different number
of clusters and sensors are shown in Figure 10. The four
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Figure 10: Continued.
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Figure 10: Classification results of the proposed framework in different number of clusters and sensors.
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Table 1: Classification accuracy of 5 sensors.

𝐶
𝑁

Online MDL Prop.
𝑆
1

𝑆
2

𝑆
3

𝑆
4

𝑆
5

10 86.29% 79.65% 87.85% 90.29% 93.97% 99.54%
15 73.78% 80.42% 85.08% 84.08% 89.78% 99.42%
20 87.37% 73.95% 93.55% 83.83% 84.43% 99.01%
25 85.71% 71.04% 91.60% 80.51% 88.93% 98.49%

Table 2: Classification accuracy of 8 sensors.

𝐶
𝑁

Online MDL Prop.
𝑆
1

𝑆
2

𝑆
3

𝑆
4

𝑆
5

𝑆
6

𝑆
7

𝑆
8

10 84.80% 80.91% 86.53% 74.43% 80.43% 94.63% 92.43% 85.77% 95.05%
15 78.30% 80.69% 73.14% 86.06% 79.39% 74.14% 77.80% 76.57% 97.60%
20 73.87% 83.52% 79.28% 88.17% 82.06% 86.53% 70.08% 71.59% 99.01%
25 88.60% 68.42% 95.19% 92.99% 86.58% 73.80% 88.09% 76.48% 98.47%

Table 3: Classification accuracy of 10 sensors.

𝐶
𝑁

Online MDL Prop.
𝑆
1

𝑆
2

𝑆
3

𝑆
4

𝑆
5

𝑆
6

𝑆
7

𝑆
8

𝑆
9

𝑆
10

10 88.06% 82.69% 81.15% 94.87% 84.14% 86.36% 83.13% 87.11% 92.80% 88.57% 94.54%
15 74.10% 80.05% 84.82% 84.79% 88.86% 76.19% 89.02% 85.23% 84.50% 86.87% 97.23%
20 85.72% 62.80% 71.58% 72.57% 74.62% 74.64% 77.82% 82.21% 81.68% 79.08% 98.51%
25 78.40% 83.21% 90.15% 86.62% 65.75% 73.03% 88.22% 81.50% 81.27% 82.80% 98.48%

original datasets are tabulated in Figures 10(a)–10(d) and the
results of the proposed framework with different number of
sensors or clusters are shown in Figures 10(e)–10(p).

As shown in Figure 10, compared with original datasets,
the proposed algorithm shows its excellent clustering ability
in dealing with different number of clusters and sensors
except two cases. One case is Figure 10(m), which has 10
clusters and 10 sensors; some samples of one cluster are
grouped into another adjacent cluster. The other case is
Figure 10(n), which has 15 clusters and 10 sensors; the two
clusters are regarded as one cluster.

In addition, the average classification accuracy is shown
in Tables 1–3 for further analysis. Classification accuracy
is defined as the percentage of members in a true cluster
classified into one cluster. In these tables, 𝐶

𝑁
and Prop.

present the number of clusters and the proposed method,
respectively, 𝑆

𝑖
represents the 𝑖th sensor, and the average

classification accuracies are tabulated to compare.
As can be seen from these tables, three observations can

be obtained: (1) the proposed multisensor data fusion frame-
work has a better performance than singular sensor classi-
fication framework, since not only the proposed algorithm
uses several sensors from different orientations and altitudes
to receive the radar emitter pulses which could guarantee the
data integrity but also multisensor data fusion increases the
classification accuracy; (2) for singular sensor classification
algorithm, we cannot see the relationship between the classi-
fication accuracy and the number of clusters or sensors, due
to the uncertainty of the interception of radar emitter pulses

Table 4: Time cost of 5 sensors.

𝐶
𝑁

Online MDL Prop.
𝑆
1

𝑆
2

𝑆
3

𝑆
4

𝑆
5

Total
10 0.36 s 0.31 s 0.32 s 0.33 s 0.40 s 1.72 s 1.88 s
15 0.58 s 0.55 s 0.63 s 0.61 s 0.54 s 2.91 s 3.20 s
20 0.83 s 0.82 s 0.85 s 0.84 s 0.78 s 4.24 s 4.48 s
25 1.12 s 1.08 s 1.17 s 1.10 s 1.05 s 5.52 s 6.32 s

in electromagnetic environment; (3) the proposed algorithm
has a robust performance no matter how the number of
clusters or sensors changes.

In order to discuss the stability of the proposed algorithm,
the boxplots of the classification accuracy on each dataset are
shown in Figure 11. The last column of each boxplot is the
result of the proposed algorithm and the others are results
of online MDL algorithm. It can be easily seen that online
MDL algorithm fluctuates strongly in each simulation, but
the performance of the proposed algorithm is stable except
in Figures 11(b) and 11(c). From this figure, the stability of
proposed algorithm is demonstrated.

Furthermore, we test the time cost of the proposed
algorithm compared with online MDL algorithm, and the
result is shown in Tables 4–6.

By analyzing these tables in detail, we can see the
following (1) when the number of clusters keeps constant,
the time cost of each sensor decreases with the increasing
of the number of sensors, because each sensor handles less
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Figure 11: Continued.
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Figure 11: Boxplot of classification accuracy.

Table 5: Time cost of 8 sensors.

𝐶
𝑁

Online MDL Prop.
𝑆
1

𝑆
2

𝑆
3

𝑆
4

𝑆
5

𝑆
6

𝑆
7

𝑆
8

Total
10 0.18 s 0.13 s 0.15 s 0.16 s 0.15 s 0.16 s 0.14 s 0.16 s 1.23 s 1.75 s
15 0.28 s 0.26 s 0.29 s 0.32 s 0.27 s 0.25 s 0.24 s 0.30 s 2.21 s 3.06 s
20 0.43 s 0.40 s 0.39 s 0.47 s 0.48 s 0.43 s 0.52 s 0.41 s 3.53 s 4.10 s
25 0.61 s 0.63 s 0.58 s 0.60 s 0.59 s 0.67 s 0.60 s 0.55 s 4.74 s 5.27 s

Table 6: Time cost of 10 sensors.

𝐶
𝑁

Online MDL Prop.
𝑆
1

𝑆
2

𝑆
3

𝑆
4

𝑆
5

𝑆
6

𝑆
7

𝑆
8

𝑆
9

𝑆
10

Total
10 0.13 s 0.12 s 0.09 s 0.15 s 0.13 s 0.12 s 0.11 s 0.13 s 0.12 s 0.10 s 1.20 s 1.55 s
15 0.20 s 0.21 s 0.26 s 0.18 s 0.23 s 0.21 s 0.20 s 0.19 s 0.20 s 0.24 s 2.12 s 2.66 s
20 0.40 s 0.31 s 0.32 s 0.38 s 0.42 s 0.37 s 0.36 s 0.41 s 0.35 s 0.35 s 3.67 s 4.22 s
25 0.45 s 0.36 s 0.38 s 0.40 s 0.48 s 0.39 s 0.41 s 0.43 s 0.44 s 0.41 s 4.15 s 5.66 s

samples; (2) when the number of sensors keeps constant,
the time cost of each sensor increases with the increasing
of intercepted sample number. But no matter in which case,
when we sum up all the time costs of each sensor, the
total time of all sensors is almost equal to the proposed
algorithm when handling the same Gaussian dataset, which
can be explained by the time complexity section in this paper.

However, the proposed algorithm gets better performance
than online MDL algorithm.

4.3. Experiments on Intrapulse Datasets. In this part, we
apply the proposed algorithm to intrapulse datasets [5, 22].
Figure 12 shows the amplitude and phase profiles of 120
compressed preprocessed radar pulse vectors. These pulses
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Figure 12: Amplitude and phase profiles of 120 compressed preprocessed radar pulses.
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Figure 13: Amplitude and phase profiles of 600 compressed preprocessed radar pulses.

Table 7: Performance results for 120 pulses.

Algorithm Parameters Classification accuracy Correct numbers in clusters Time cost
The proposed 6 clusters 99.17% 20, 20, 19, 20, 20, 20 0.16 s
Online MDL 6 clusters 99.17% 20, 20, 19, 20, 20, 20 0.11 s

are generated from six different radar emitters; each of them
transmits 20 pulses with the same simulation parameter
settings in [33]. We use 5 sensors’ fusion to compare with
online MDL algorithm. The online MDL algorithm is used
in each sensor and the best result is chosen to compare. The
simulation results are shown in Table 7.

As shown in Table 7, the proposed algorithm and online
MDL algorithm both achieve a classification accuracy of
99.17%. The time cost of the proposed algorithm is slightly
worse than online MDL algorithm.

Figure 13 shows the amplitude and phase profiles of
600 compressed preprocessed radar pulses. These pulses are
generated from six different radar emitters; 100 pulses are
transmitted in each emitter.The simulation results are shown
in Table 8.

As can be seen from Table 8, when the number of pulses
increases, the proposed algorithm shows its superiority to
online MDL algorithm. The classification accuracy of the
proposed algorithm is better than online MDL algorithm. In
the case of time cost, the proposed algorithm gets a neck to
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Table 8: Performance results for 600 pulses.

Algorithm Parameters Classification accuracy Correct numbers in clusters Time cost
The proposed 6 clusters 99.50% 100, 100, 98, 100, 99, 100 0.26 s
Online MDL 6 clusters 91.30% 98, 93, 87, 96, 88, 86 0.22 s

neck performance with online MDL algorithm. Above all, a
conclusion can be drawn that the proposed framework has a
better performance than online MDL algorithm.

5. Conclusion

The high-tech and complicated radars used in civilian and
military application increase the difficulty in radar emit-
ter classification. The singular sensor shows its limitations
because it could not get the integrity radar emitter data
and the accurate classification result. As a result, an online
multisensor data fusion framework, which is composed of
local processing and multisensor fusion, is proposed for
radar emitter classification in this paper. This framework
is suitable for NCW for the reason that a fast but coarse
result is obtained from local processing to send threatening
radar warning information, and a more satisfying result is
obtained frommultisensor fusion to analyze the radar emitter
pulse deeply. The number of clusters can be obtained and
updated dynamically by usingMDL criterion rather than set-
up in advance. It also enables the framework to detect the
unknown threat or new kind of radar emitter pulses in time.
The experimental results show the efficiency and stability of
the proposed algorithm. Moreover, how to apply it to radar
emitter recognition and threat evaluation is our future work.
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